
 

 

 

School Resource 1. We would love to see any artwork produced so please share images 

with us by emailing them to helen@varc.org.uk . Use #EntwinedRuralLandLivesArt if you 

post on social media and the VARC handles: Visual Arts in Rural Communities (Facebook), 

@varc_arts (Twitter) , varc_arts (Instagram). 

ENTWINED: Rural. Land. Lives. Art. is a multi-partner project led by Visual Arts in Rural 

Communities (VARC) and comprises 6 mixed length residencies and 2 associated artist 

projects. Through the artists’ practice, different aspects of what makes a ‘place’ will be 

explored and the interconnectedness of rural land and rural lives revealed. 

Artist Shane Finan will spend one month living and working at Kielderhead Wildwood 

Project in Kielder Forest and make art inspired by fungi and networks. Watch this video to 

hear Shane talk about his work: 

 

 

 

Shane Finan video above found on Vimeo here:  

https://vimeo.com/509701041 

 

More films and information about Shane on the VARC website here: 

https://varc.org.uk/entwined/artists/shane-finan/ 
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What are fungi? 

Shane talks about the networks in forests, including those between between trees above 

ground and fungi below ground. Fungi are a group of living organisms which were listed in 

the plant kingdom for many years until scientists learned that although they show a closer 

relation to animals, fungi are unique and separate life forms which are classified in their 

own kingdom. There are over 15,000 species of fungi in the UK. They live on land, in the 

water, in the air, and in and on plants and animals, varying in size from the microscopically 

small to covering several square miles. The study of fungi is called mycology. 

The fungi you’re probably most familiar with are mushrooms. Mushrooms (or toadstools) is 

a term given to the fleshy, spore-bearing fruiting bodies that certain fungi produce. There 

are thousands of different species of mushroom, varying enormously in appearance, with 

some being highly poisonous.  

 

 

Fungi and art 

Fungi have long been a fascinating source of inspiration for artists. Shane Finan tells us in his 

film about how fungi are informing his work with VARC around forest networks – ‘Wood 

Wide Web’. 

You can see more about artists whose work has been inspired by fungi – specifically 

mushrooms - here: 

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2020/feb/02/very-sporish-artists-mad-about-

mushrooms-mycology-fungi 

https://www.somersethouse.org.uk/whats-on/mushrooms-art-design-and-future-fungi 

 

Here is a podcast suitable for children that talks about other uses for mushrooms such as 

breaking down plastic. It also warns never to pick wild mushrooms: 

https://omny.fm/shows/nomcast/nomcast-episode-2-mushrooms-we-know-they-can-impro 
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Images to prompt discussion by Shane Finan: 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



Mushroom activities to try: 

Mushrooms make great subjects for drawing and illustration. There are thousands of 

different varieties of mushroom, from the most common and available forms we cook with 

to the incredibly colourful and decorative varieties most of us will only ever see online or in 

photographs.  You can usually buy a small variety of different varieties in larger 

supermarkets – watch out for oyster, shitake and chanterelle varieties – all great forms to 

draw. 

 

Creating mushroom forms in clay. Mushrooms include a range of textures – the smooth cap 

(top), the ridged gills (underside) and the sometimes bark-like appearance of the stem. Use 

clay to create mushroom forms using a range of varieties, or focus on one mushroom to 

create a detailed clay study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You could try mixing 2 types of clay for a marbled effect. You can create a forest 
environment for the clay mushrooms using wool to imitate moss and twigs for the 
woodland floor. 

 

 



Make a spore print. Choose mushrooms with gills for this activity (the brown ridged part on 
the underside of the mushroom cap) as the spores lie on the gill surface. Cut off the stem 
and place the cap, with the gills facing down, on a piece of paper. Put a drop of water on the 
top of the cap to help release the spores. Cover the cap with a paper cup or glass and leave 
for 2-24 hours, depending on the humidity and the freshness of the mushroom. The spores 
will fall on the paper, foil or glass, making a spore print pattern.  

 

 

 
A mushroom spore print 
 

If you don't want to separate the cap from the stem, make a hole in an index card, place the 
card on a paper cup and slide the stem of the mushroom through the hole until the 
underside of the cap is resting on the card; then proceed as above. 

 



Grow Mushrooms on an old book. *This activity is for adults to demonstrate as it involves 
boiling water. 

Oyster mushrooms grow in the wild on dead woody plant materials recycling it back to the 
environment. Here the Oysters are breaking down the woody lignin and cellulose in paper 
using an army of enzymes and acids to produce mushrooms. After you have picked your 
mushrooms you can use the oyster myceluim to grow in a variety of ways in the garden.  

You will need an old paper back novel (200 – 400 pages) or an old phone book works well. 
You can also use straw. It takes a few weeks for the mushrooms to grow. Gloss magazines 
are not recommended and as inks in the past were less safe it is best to use books less than 
10 years old. Why not try the pupils least favourite school book? 

Email helen@varc.org.uk for your free kit (limited number available).  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image from annforfungi.co.uk 
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